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New Amendments 
Outline a Rigid 
Editorial Board
f a c u l t y  M em bersh ip  
mild be Required on 
Permanent Council
The addition of an Editorial 
Board which would have direct 
control of Lawrentian editorials 
and making the managing editor 
responsible for the remainder of the 
paper, were proposed as amend 
merits to the Lawrentian Constitu­
tion by Mr. F. W. Clippinger, Pro­
fessor of English, at the meeting of 
the Lawrentian Board of Control, 
last Tuesday afternoon.
The reason for such amendme.u. 
according to Mr. Clippinger. would 
be to ••stabilize" the Lawrentian. 
After a long discussion between 
Mr. Clippinger. Karl Cast. Thoma-. 
Jenkin, and Albert Ingraham, the
> proposed amendments were tabled
These proposed amendments to 
the constitution of the Lawrentian 
defined the Editorial Board, pro­
posed as the board's duty the writ­
ing of all Lawrentian editorials, and 
placed the responsibility for edi­
torials and editorial policy direct­
ly in the hands of the Editorial 
Board.
According to the other propos­
ed amendments, the managing Ed­
itor would be responsible to the 
Board of Control for the collecting, 
writing. and editing with the ex­
ception of editorials tn d  paid ad­
vertising. Mr. Clippinger also pro­
posed definite tests for the reporter, 
to be taken and passed before his 
name would be displayed in the 
mast-head of the Lawrentian.
Albert Ingraham recommended 
further changes: (1) To add the 
name of the President of the Stu­
dent Body to the constitution since 
he attends all meetings. This mo­
tion was passed. Ingraham also 
proposed since the L. W. A. has a 
member that is present at the 
Board meetings but is not mention­
ed in the constitution, that a mem­
ber be appointed by the Executive 
Committee for that position. There 
was considerable opposition to this 
motion by Mr. Clippinger. Mr. 
Watts, and Bob Arthur. However, 
the motion was passed with the 
recommendation that the L. W. A. 
president be appointed as that rep­
resentative.
The financial report of the Lav- 
rent ian was presented to the Board 
by Karl Cast, business manager, 
and was accepted. The motion tc 
pay the typist once a month ar. 
current expenses was accepted. Bet­
ty Kleiner was appointed Circula­
tion manager upon the resignation 
of Grace Lightfoot.
At a previous meeting Albeit 
Ingraham, suggested changes in the 
terminology and also proposed that 
the Dean replace the president on 
the board since it was suggested 
to do so by the Administration last 
fall. These changes were passed at 
the last meeting, and were also 
passed by the faculty. They now He 
in the hands of the trustees for fin­
al ratification.
Sat. March 13: All Greek Car­
nival at the New Alexander 
Gym. Campus Club Dinner at 
Ormsby. 1:30 p. m. MU-West 
Swimming Meet at the gym.
Wed. March 11: W. A. A. Flay 
night at the old gym.
Thurs. March 18: “Ah, Wilder­
ness" at the Lawrence Memorial 
Chapel at 8:20 p. m.
Frl. March 19: MAh, Wilder­
ness” at the Lawrence Memorial 
Chapel, at 8:20 p. m.
Sat. Maroh 20: Ormsby Formal.
Tues. March 23: LawTence 
Men’s Club Basketball Dinner.
Sat. March 27: Spring Recess 
beginning at twelve o’clock.
Mon. April 5: Spring Recets 
ends at 8:00 a. m.
Wed. April 7: W. A. A. Play 
night.
Sat. April 10: L. W. A. Dance.
Tues. April 13: Nine Weeks 
ends.
Sat. April 17: Sage ForataL
Barrows Discusses 
Fraternity Policy 
Of Administration
Addressing the assembled frater­
nity men in the Smoker last eve­
ning in the Brokaw dining room. 
President T. N. Barrows discussed 
the policy of the administration to­
ward the fraternities.
Clifford Kenyon. Phi Delta Theta, 
and Roberta Bartella, Delta Sigma 
Tau. each presented his impression 
of their trip to the National Inter­
fraternity Council Conference in 
New York last fall.
Toastmaster John S. Mills presid­
ed over the get-together and Mr. 
Erie Volkert was in charge of song., 
with Cecil Neubeckcr accompany­
ing on the piano.
Forum to Discuss 
Strikes and CIO
Itobert Mott, Permanent 
Chairman. Will Pre­
side March 1 7
Sit down strikes and the Commit­
tee for Industrial Organization wlli 
be discusscd in the second meet 
ing of the Student Forum, on nexl 
Wednesday evening, March 17, al 
7:30 P. M., in the English literature 
room.
Mr. Donald DuShane, assistant 
professor of government, and Dr 
W. A. McConagha, professor oi 
economics, will present these labor 
problems to the students. The sec­
ond step in reviving the Student 
Forum, which has been dormant for 
the past two years. The first stei 
was taken a few weeks ago with t 
discussion of President Roosevelt': 
court program.
Heading the new Forum Commit­
tee appointed by temporary chair­
man. Albert Ingraham, will be Beta 
Theta Pi Robert Mott, who w jj 
unanimously elected perrnanen 
chairman by the committee las. 
Tuesday.
Other members appointed to the 
Forum Committee are Marian Hum- 
leker, Margaret Seip. Everett Bau­
man. and Kenneth Osborn. Pla.is 
for future forums were also consid­
ered at the Tuesday meeting.
ROLLER SKATING PARTY 
. The Numeral Club will spon­
sor a roller skating party. March
17. from 7:30 to 9:30 p. m. at the 
Armory. Admission 15 cent*. 
Come and fall with us.
First All 
Ends
Hackett Addresses As­
sembled Greeks on 
Fraternity Values
In a speech at the Lawrence Me­
morial Chapel on Wednesday eve­
ning. March 10, as the first activity 
of All Greek Week, Mr. Norman
H. Hackett said." The finest thing 
a fraternity has to offer is the op- 
IKirtunily to develop personality to 
the utmost and the ability to ex­
press oneself through the mediums
o. voice, character, and manner­
ism.” He quoted -Alvin Duer, u 
Delta Tau Delta man and one of the 
most prominent in the fraternity 
world, as sayin* that fraternitic 
enable a man to learn that all-im­
portant lesson of how to get along 
with his fellow men. how to de­
velop qualities of leadership.
Arthur Priest, secretary of Phi 
Delta Theta. has said concerning 
the development of the individual 
“A fraternity is the research labor­
atory of collcge life where inten­
sive study is carried on.”
Personality Important 
Personality is of paramount im­
portance in the life of a man who 
is going to succeed. It is what per­
sonnel men look for when they 
interview collcge graduates. Pei- 
sonality is expressed in three ma­
jor ways on the college campus; 
namely, prominence in campus ac 
tivitics, in scholarship, and in the 
development of personality itseif. 
The fraternity develop* all of the»*- 
through its stress upon well-round­
ed personality commented Mr. 
Hachett.
“The great master William 
Shakespeare, may be looked to for 
the development of personality.'
Turn to Page 2
Missouri 1 . Professor 
Speaks About “Clays**
Dr. C. E. Marshall, associate pro­
fessor of soils at the University of 
Missouri, spoke before the North- 
oast Wisconsin Section of the 
American Chemical Society on last 
Wednesday evening, March 10. cn 
"The Constitution and Reaction of 
Clays.” at the Injtitute of Paper 
Chemistry.
Dr. Marshall came to this country 
from England in 1936 as a visiting 
associate professor of soils in the 
important soil study work being 
carried on by the University of
* Missouri.
More Than College, the
Fraternities Aid Growth
BY CHESTER A. CREIDER
“I am quite in love with your col­
lege,” was the first thing Mr. Hack­
ett said to your inquiring reporter. 
Many admirers had hastened back 
stage as a tribute to one who had 
given them a new meaning of the 
words ‘•Fraternity” and "Sorority. ' 
Mr. Hackett was "Very happy to 
sec the way in which our fraterni­
ties and sororities cooperated be­
tween themselves and with the ad­
ministration."
Mr. Hackett says, "The fraternity, 
more than the college, itself, can 
develop an individual’s person« I- 
ity.” This was most strikingl> 
brought out in Mr. Hackett, him­
self. Here is a man who has de­
voted himself wholeheartedly to 
fraternities and what they mean, 
and surely he has a most interest­
ing and congenial personality. He is- 
the embodiment of the meaning ol 
fraternity, a fully developed indi­
vidual.
Another interesting thing Actor 
Hackett believes in, is the power 
Shakespeare has in bringing out un 
i n d i v i d u a l ’ s qualities. “The 
keynote of Shakespeare’s char­
acter lies within the play* 
themselves.” Mr. Hackett gave the 
specch of Mercutia in “Romeo and
Greek Week 
With Gala Ball
Main Speaker
m m ym pr '' v.*, 
'm W r M i
Juliet” and of Gratiano in "The 
Merchant of Venice” which very 
nicely brought out this point. By 
reading Shakespeare and studying 
his characters, one enlarges his own 
view of life.
Mr. Hackett was much impressed 
with the evident interest in Shakes­
peare which is on the campus, and 
was glad to learn of the large 
size of the Shakespearean classes 
Mr. Hackett is a retired actor and 
is quite well known for his inter­
pretations of Shakespeare. Hi.» 
knowledge of Shakespeare is quite 
extensive and he has a style of his 
own in delivering one of Shakes­
peare’s speeches. It is a direct, ora­
torical style, yet it flows along and 
enables the listener to digest the 
speech as it is said, not after it has 
been said.
To close the interview, it was 
noised about among his admirers 
that a train was coming for him 
and though reservations had been 
made and nobody was quite cer­
tain as to their whereabouts they 
must be lived up to. He was cordial­
ly invited to return to Lawrenoe 
whenever possible, though we did 
not have his own fraternity chapter 
here. As he bid us "Adieu,” he as­
sured us he would return when 
ever the opportunity offered itself
NORMAN HACKETT
“I'm in love with Lawrence'
Sig Eps and Delta 
Gammas Top Greek 
Scholarship Rare
Della (»aminas Nose Out 
Alpha Clii's iu Sor­
ority Standings
Sigma Phi Epsilon maintained its 
perennial hold on first place in 
last semester's fraternity scholar­
ship standing. The Delta Gamma; 
led the sororities by pushing out the 
Alpha Chi Omegas, who were lead­
ers of the previous semester
The sororities had an average of 
1.673 to the fraternities ,1.355. The 
average of the sororities has in­
creased over that of last semester, 
but the fraternity average has been 
lowered. The combined average ol 
sororities and fraternities was 1.512.
Among the fraternities Delta Tar 
Delta continued in second place, 
and Phi Delta Theta rose from 
fifth position to third. Beta Theta 
Pi remained in fourth place, and 
Phi Kappa Tau rose from six*h 
place to the fifth. Delta Sigma Tail 
occupied the cellar position.
Kappa Alpha Theta rose from 
third place to sccond place, and the 
Alpha Chis were pushed to the 
third position. The A. D. Pis climo- 
ed out of the cellar position tc 
fourth place, and the Zeta Tau 
Alphas fell from second to fif*:» 
place. The K. D.’s occupy the schol­
astic cellar.
The rankings and averages for 
the first semester of the year 1936- 
1937 are as follows:
Fraternities
1. Sigma Phi Epsilon 1 628
2. Delta Tau Delta 1375
3. Phi Delta Theta 1.343
4. Beta Theta Pi 1.333
5. Phi Kappa Tau 1 227
6. Delta Sigma Tau 1 226
7. Non-fraternity 1 206
8 Specials (men) 1 278
9. Graduated <men> 2 000
Sororities
1. Delta Gamma 1.788
2. Kappa Alpha Theta 1.780
3. Alpha Chi Omega 1.706
4. Alpha Delta Pi 1.667
5. Zeta Tau Alpha 1.551
6. Kappa Delta 1.550
7. Non-sorority 1.602
8. Specials (women) 1.690
9 Graduates (women) 2 444
KEPLER SPEAKS
Dr. Thomas S. Kepler, professor 
of Bible and religion, spoke on 
"Prayer” at the meeting of the 
Fireside Fellowship of the First 
Methodist Episcopal church last 
Sunday evening at the church.
Tom Temple Plays for 
Inter fraternity Classic 
Tomorrow N i g h t
Carnival time and the spirit of 
the Mardi Gras were to have come 
to Lawrence to-morrow night. Ter­
giversating to the last the commit­
tee decided Wednesday, however, 
that the shades of New Orleans 
will not haunt Lawrcntians to­
morrow night as Tom Temple pla>s 
for the First Interfraternity ball. 
The decision was made on the 
grounds that the present supply »f 
costumes could allow not over h^lf 
of the campus population to at­
tend.
The booths which were planned 
to sell refreshments will be there, 
and the decorations for the event 
will still be in line with the Mardi 
Gras festival spirit. Dark corners 
and shadows there will be, along 
with contracting bright lights, botii 
of these spotted by beams from 
spotlights playing from above. The 
competent decorations committee, 
however, has not yet reached a def­
inite plan for the decoration of 
the gymnasium, but the above- 
mentioned things, along with the 
newly appropriated Lawrence Seal, 
will be part of it.
Tom Temple's fourteen piece 
band will play for the big affair. 
From the preview of him a week 
agn Saturday at the “L” Club dance, 
evidence remains in all minds that 
he will be in great shapi for the 
Interfraternity ball. Added to his 
ever increasing repertoire will be 
all of the fraternity and sorority 
sweetheart songs. "We’ve taken 
great pains in making these ar­
rangements,” says Tom Temple, 
genial director of the popular band, 
•'and the results are really swell."
The personnel of Temple's band 
is well known on the Lawrence 
campus. The lovely Eunic? Lang is 
the songster with the Temple out­
fit. "Red” Johnson does the novel­
ties. and Mert La Vahn is the popu­
lar crooner.
The Social Committee and the 
ball committee of the Interfrater­
nity Council includes Donald 
Schalk, Donald MacDonald, Edward 
Fritz, Curt Schcunemann, Arthur 
Kroos, Irving Sloan, and Marshall 
Alston.
Tickets at one dollar per couple 
are now. on sale at all fraternity 
houses. They will also be sold at 
the door. Proceeds from the carni­
val will go toward paying for tho 
expenses of the delegates t> the na­
tional Interfraternity Council con­
vention held last fall i i New York. 
It. case these expenses are not met, 
the fraternities will have to split 
the difference.
Busses will leave Ormsby a. nine 
o'clock, making stops at Peabody 
and Sage, and will leave the gym­
nasium after the dance. This trans­
portation is free.
Tonight the second event of All 
Greek Week will feature Mrs. Jo ­
seph Hubbard, president of Alpha 
Delta Pi. will address the Hellenes 
at Ormsby after a bufiet supper. 
Mr. Hackett started events Wed­
nesday with his address on frater­
nities.
ETA SIGMA PHI
Eta Sigma Phi, honorary classi­
cal language fraternity, held a 
meeting on Wednesday evening, 
March 10, at Hamar House. After 
the business meeting. Ottilie Buerg­
er gave a short talk on sources of 
tragedy in revenge plays, drawing 
upon plays by Aeschylus. Euripedes, 
Shakespeare, and O’Neill for illus­
trations. An informal discussion 
concluded the meeting.
He that observeth the wind shall 
not Sow;
And he that regardeth the clouds 
shall not Reap;
And he that attendeth a frolic 
need Not Study!
Tonight 8-9
10 cents
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Grace Cooley Is Elected 1938 Ariel
Editor; T om Jacobs Business Manager
Robert Isely Is Chosen 
As Staff Pho­
tographer
Heading next year's Ariel will bo 
Delta (iamma's Grace Cooley, a 
junior, who was elected editor al 
the Ariel Board of Control meeting
last Monday. Optimistic Thomas J-a- 
t-obx was placed in charge of the 
Ariel finances for the ensuing year. 
“R a iling  Robert” Isely will strug­
gle with the camera and his sub­
jects as staff photographer.
Editor-elect Grace Cooley, h 
transfer from Lyons Township Jun ­
ior College, LaGrange, Illinois, ha.* 
been the mid-year assistant of th< 
Ariel. Miss Cooley, also a member 
of the French Club and Sage’s so­
cial chairman, succeeds Kappa A l­
pha Theta's Mildred Gacnge as ed­
itor.
Jirobu Business Manager
Business manager Tom Jacobs, 
a sophomore and a member of Dtl- 
ta Tail Delta, is a newly-elected 
member of the Executive Commit­
tee and Brokaw Hall's social chair­
man. I^ast year Tommy received his 
freshman numerals in football, and 
lie also was awarded the Dean's 
Cup. He succeeds Delta Tau Delta': 
Robert O'Boyle.
Robert Isely, Sigma Phi Epsilon's 
mat-man and wrestling coach, pre­
vious to his election was a membei 
of the photography staff of the Ar­
iel. He is also a new member o! 
the Executive Committee, and he 
follows Russell Ingraham also a Sig 
Ep. into office.
(jualifirations for Position*
The qualifications for the posi­
tions were experience, particularly 
on the Ariel, the interest in that 
kind of work, good scholarship, and 
general all-around ability.
The Ariel Board of Control it 
made up of Robert Arthur, presi­
dent of the student body; Margaret 
Hendrickson, president of L. W. A.; 
Mildred Gaenge, Ariel editor; and 
chairman of the Board; Robert 
O'Boyle, Ariel business managei; 
and Rus.sell Ingraham, the outgo­
ing Ariel photographer. Dean J. S 
Millis, Mr. Ralph J. Watts, secretary 
of the Board and I.awrence business 
manager, and Mr. Frank W. Clip- 
pinger. professor of English, com­
plete the Board.
List Values of 
Fraternity Life
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
««id Mr. Hackett in introducing 
Shakespeare to his audience.'* Sev­
eral readings from Romeo and J u ­
liet, Julius Ceasar. and The Merch­
ant of Venice, were given to bring 
out this point more clearly.
Qualifications For Position 
A personnel manager of an im­
portant eastern concern has a list 
of qualifications that an applicant 
must meet, if he is to get the posi­
tion. They include such things as 
physical fitness, mental fitness, an i 
positive and negative traits of per­
sonality. such as tact, dependability, 
and quality and usage of voice.
Mr. Hackett was much impressed 
with the way the fraternities here 
were in accordance with each other 
and found there was very little ad­
vice he could give them. However, 
he did say that such “Don'ts" as 
“Don't throw mud back and forth." 
“Don’t grow too large,” "Don't cat­
er toward just one kind of individ­
ual,” and “Don't indulge in Hell 
Week," would be good advice for 
any fraternity.
Use of Voice 
There is nothing so important as 
to know how to use one's voice in 
a young man’s life if he is to get 
anywhere. To know how to handle 
one's voice and to clearly express 
onsclf is an open sesame to suc­
cess, continued Mr. Hackett.
In closing he again reiterated the 
inestimatable value of the fratern­
ity in developing an individual to 
his greatest possibilities.
Next Week’s 
Chapel
Monday: Mr. Fr..ncis W. Proctor 
v ill play the organ.
Wednesday; Konrad Tuc.ischerer, 
Evelyn Merlins, and Wesley I'ersch 
hacker will present "The Cooper­
ative Movement.”
Friday: Major Frank U. McCos- 
krie of the U. 8 . Army will speak 
on his experiences in a CCC tamp.
Ha mar House Gone 
Platonic 18 the S tory; 
Dummies Play Ouija
Hamar House is customarily un­
locked, but the Open House there 
this Sunday afternoon from 3:30 to 
5:00 P. M. indicates more than an 
unlatched door.
Open House is to be as dateless as 
a frolic, but it's your bridge instead 
of dancing that gets an airing. If 
your bridge, like most other peo­
ples, is distinctly “rec” room style, 
take heart, because there'll be 
prizes only for normal and subnor­
mal players,
Ouija boards, it's said by the ex­
perts. tell only half the truth, so 
there'll be two Ouija boards for the 
dummies to interrogate. If between 
them you can't find out when the 
next letter will arrive or what the 
questions on the quiz are to be. 
we're willing to vouch there’ll be 
none, and then won't you be glad 
you came!
Chemical Society 
I (ears About Clav
Dr. Marshall, Missouri U. 
Professor, Speaks on 
rhemistry of Clay
Dr. C. E. Marshall, visiting asso­
ciate professor of soils at the Uni­
versity of Missouri, Columbia, Mo., 
spoke at a meeting of the North­
east Wisconsin section of the Amer­
ican Chemical Society Wednesday 
night at the Institute of Paper1 
Chemistry. His subject was "The 
Constitution and Reactions of 
Clays.” ‘
Dr. Marshall received his B. S 
with honors at the University of 
Manchester. Eng., in 1924 and his M 
S. in colloidal chemistry at Man­
chester in 1925. He did research 
work on soil humic matter at the 
Rothamsted Experimental Station J 
from 1925 to 1927 for a Ph. D. at ( 
London University. In 1927 and 192« 
he did research work in rolloidal I 
chemistry under the late Professor! 
G. Wiegner of Zurich. Switzerland 
In 1928 Dr. Marshall became as­
sistant lecturer in agricultural I 
chemistry at the University of j 
Leeds, Eng. Since then he has done 
research work on the physical and | 
chemical properties of clays. He 
published a textbook called “Col­
loids In Agriculture” in 1935. and 
in 1930 he secured his present po­
sition as visiting associate professor 
of soils at the University of Mis­
souri.
Left-handed ping-pong playing 
and finger painting are means of 
curing stuttering used by the speech 
clinic of the University of Minnes­
ota.
Troyer Discusses 
Early Journalism
Speaker Compares Former 
Publications With Mod­
ern Newspaper Style
Mr. H. W. Troyer assistant profes­
sor of English, spoke in Convoca­
tion Friday, March 5, on “Early 
Journalism,” or “Where the Mo­
derns Get Their Stuff." The early 
chapters of journalism, found in 
the old newspapers crumbling in 
the British Museum, are strikingly 
like modern products of journal­
ism in spite of the idea that there 
has been great progress.
’ The "Father of the Modern Jour­
nalistic Feature.” one John Dunton, 
was an eccentric, energetic rascal, 
also a cheat, a thief, and an impos­
ter. People thought that he had 
maggots in his head because he 
always was going bankrupt in an 
attempt to make money. One of his 
projects, the “Athenian Gazette," 
later the “Athenian Mercury,” was 
a weakly and later a bi-weekly 
newspaper which appeared for six 
years on the question-and-answer 
basis.
“The Athenian Mercury" was a 
cose of the inquiring reporter turn­
ed around. The people wrote in and 
asked questions on all sorts of sub­
jects and John Dunton, John Wes­
ley, and Matthew Salt (who add­
ed his own bit of seasoning) an­
swered these questions as best they 
could according to the popular su­
perstitions and conventional puri- 
trn point of view of the day. These 
questions were on love, and mar­
riage. courtship, and tippulation 
«giggles', witches, perpetual mo­
tion. and most anything else. One 
question which Mr. Troyer thought 
was especially good for the Law­
rence student was “What will 
make persons wakeful who are giv­
en to sleep?” . The answer in the 
old newspaper was to drink coffee 
Another question. “Should women 
be learned?" was answered in the 
negative. College puffeth up the 
mind, and makes the woman proud­
er and more insupportable. The 
learned ones get good opinions of 
themselves, and lack in the obedi­
ence for which they are designed
Mr. Troyer. because he said that 
all Convocation speeches must have 
morals, presented three. The first 
was that even in those days the 
growing populace wanted to know 
and had remarkable open minds. 
The second was the idea that the 
college student is Dunton’s reader, 
asking questions, and the third was 
that the faculty could be compared 
to Dunton, answering the questions 
But after six years of answering 
questions. Poor John Dunton went 
insane.
J. G. Mohr Piano Tuner
Piano Technician for 
Lawrence College and Conservatory these 21 years
F o r  e f f i c i e n t  a n d  
d e p e n d a b l e  w o r k
Call
P atterson  Plumbers
COAL! COKE! 
ICE!
LUTZ ICE  CO.
PHONE 2
Players to Give 
O’Neill’s Comedy 
‘Ah, Wilderness’
Present Final Offering of 
Season at Chapel on 
March 18, 19
When the Lawrence Chapel opens 
its doors on the evenings of March 
18 and 19 for the final offering of 
the current stage season, local de­
votees of the modern drama are 
expected to react in a pleasureable 
manner to “Ah! Wilderness,” the 
only comic effort of America’s 
greatest playwright, Eugene O’Neill.
The play came out on Broadway 
in 1933, starring George M. Cohen, 
and the Manhatten critics who 
think of themselves as being pret­
ty worldly-wise hardly knew what 
to do when the curtain went up 
and revealed the commonplace in­
terior of a small-town American 
home in the early twenties. Know­
ing O'Neill, they had come to ex­
pect a conglomeration of Hoodoo 
magic, hairy apes, and chanted an­
tiphonies. and that was very much 
to their liking, since it was some­
thing new and different, and they 
could cither boil with rage or revel 
in ecstasy.
Typical American
But the parlotir table with the
*v
marble top, the Evening Globe, one 
son getting big ideas in high school, 'I 
another home from Eli, and the ubi­
quitous drink-ridden relative were®*'*] 
realities to which no American with 
regular antecendents could add or ,jne 
detract. And it was a good sign 
when the critics burst out unani­
mously with a rash of homesicknesa 
and agreed “how ineffable was the 
sweetness of everyday life. . . . »our. 
how lovely and so compelling the 
blending, that one of us left the 
playhouse filled to the throat, while 
another found it paradise enough.
The play, in brief, is strictly ;eg; 
American and regular. It ought to 
go over in Appleton in a big way.
The students will recall how not so 
long ago they were telling the old 
man where to get off at, while the 
loyal citizens who support Ihe lo­
cal school board might worry not 
quite so much and hark buck to jravl 
their own wild oats.
Volkert Reports Progress
Director Erie Volkert reports of 
the local production that everything 
looks too good to be true, only 
that Holmes is finally getting the 
tune of Sweet Bye and Bye, and 
they may have to switch hymns at 
the last moment in order to keep *; 
off key. Bill has really a fine voice, 
and it is too bad to make him sing . 
like that in public.
Remember, tickets are now on 
sale, seats are being r-served at 
Bellings. Bring your All College 
Club ticket.
The Sm art D resser
hag in his wardrobe a sports 
coat of snappy design and 
smartly styled.
He finds such a coat ideal 
for so many occasions where 
no other coat would quite fit in 
and fill the bill.
He finds, too, that he has, 
here, in our splendid assort­
ment a greater and more 
varied number to choose from.
He finds that our coats fit 
perfectly and have that smart 
drape so desirable for that 
4‘just right’’ appearance.
SPORT COATS
$11.50 to $16.50
He likes our smart slack3 
too —  they seem to “ go so 
well” with our smart coats.
You, too, can find just the 
right slacks to suit your needs 
and pleasure.
SPORT SLACKS
$3.95 to $6.50
Thiede Good Clothes
foJ
te
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F raternities, Sororities 
Parade Initiates and 
Newly Elected Officers
All manner and shape of persons strutted by the reviewing stand of ye 
■ocial whirl this week. First, it was the last round-up of worms. Then 
Came two dark, sinister looking individuals, slinking along, gun in hand, 
ind  one of them with a razor-edged knife held in his teeth and with 
rings in his nose and ears, both with caps pulled low over their evil 
countenances; apache and thug were they. Close on their heels followed 
a kindred spirit with some more spirits on his hip, fresh from the bar. 
(He wain’t no lawyer either!»
Then, as if to relieve the gloomy atmosphere created by the appearance 
Of this first group, a joyous baud of satyrs, nymphs, muses, and hand* 
4ome A polios, also Cupids with bows, tripped upon the stage-Greeks 
Were they, and ruled the day. or the week, to be more exact. What a 
parade! •
Initiations
Della Tau Delta initiated six 
Biembers on Friday, March 5 The 
new actives are Howard Lehner,
Cera Id Suszycki, Jack Nystrom.
Winston Pengelly, Richard Hansen, 
ind  alumnus Walter H. Pagenkoph,
Of La Grange.
There are now seven new mem­
bers of Beta Theta Pi on the cam­
pus Fdwin Bayley, Robert Lever- 
pnz. Howard O’Donnell, Sidney Ott- 
mau. Robert Derrickson. Edward 
Marcellus. and Robert Wilson were 
initiated Sunday morning. March 7. 
at 7:30 A. M. After breakfast the 
entire chapter went to church. The 
initiation banquet was held Sun­
day at one o’clock at which time 
Mr. F. W. Clippinger spoke to the 
new actives. Harold Helterhoff 
presented an award of $25 to Ro­
bert Derrickson, the pledge main­
taining the highest average, and 
Donald Schalk concluded the pro­
gram with a toast to the recently 
initiated members.
Fraternity Election«
On Monday night, March 8. Sigrr.a 
Phi Kpsilon elected new officers to 
be installed next week. Perry Pet­
erson was elected president; Ro­
bert Isely, vice preaident; Karl Cast, 
seer *t jry; Clarence Sheldon, comp­
troller Arthur Tichenor, historian.
William Guyer and John Bodilly, 
marshals; Robert De Long, guard.
Beta Theta P i’s new officers in­
clude: Dan Murphy, president; Ro­
bert Mott, vice president: Charles 
Thompson, secretary; C h a r l e s  
Schiiess. treasurer and house-man- 
•get: Charles Bennison, recorder, 
and George Verbeck, alumni sec­
retary.
Weekend Parties
The Delta Sig gangster party was 
Interrupted last Saturday night 
when machine-gun fire put the au­
tomatic music of "Joe Record” or 
the blink. After the attacking fel­
ons were routed in defeat, “Gun 
Shoe” Bartella came to the rescue 
by holding the needle down with 
one of his heavy paws. (Jane held 
the other one.)
All guests were finger-print?d as 
they came in, thus giving the man* 
agen ent material for fut’i r » refer­
ence. Moat >1 the moll* looked like 
pretty ;.oud stuff. “Slippc.’y fingers'
Tinker removed all gats and knives 
/or th» evening, although he was 
pushed to his utmost to find re* 
cept jeles to hold them all.
The party was chapcroned by Mr.
Kenneth A. Craig and Mr. and Mrs
Fiedcrick W. Trezise. Mo the- Mc- 
Vey was also there to se2 that 
things ran smoothly. Th> evening 
was closed with a lusty rendition 
of the Delta Sig song only the 
bays from the upper dive can sing 
it.
The Phi Tau's are tired but hap­
py this week after Saturday s veiy 
successful tenth annual Apache 
Brawl. Phi Tau’s John Tesovnik has 
been in exceptionally good spirits 
this week. Is something in the 
wind, John?
Phi Delt Dog-II.uiM*
A party was held at the Phi Delt 
louse last Saturday nigh». Marc h 
3 The occasion was the thirty-sev­
enth annual bar party, which was 
attended by 150 persons. Dr. an<i 
Mrs. David M. Delo and Mi. and 
Mrs. Donald DuShane were chaper­
ones.
As the guests entered the house 
they saw first a huge bottle on 
which was written "Frat *t§.” In 
other rooms they saw Petty draw­
ings and balloons, and in the base 
ment they found a bar-room, and, 
believe it or not, a real German 
band led by Jim  Johnson. Root-, 
beer, cold meats, cheese and other 
appropriate foods were served at 
candle-lit tables.
in the senior "blue-room” fortune 
telling was carried on. At eleven
E L IT E
'  — LAST DAY —  
Sinclair Lewis* 
“ D0DSW0RTH”
— With —
WALTER HUSTON
K I I I I  CHATTERTON
MARY ASTOR
— SAT. -  SUN. —
JOE E. BROWN
in “ POLO JOE”
— MON. -  TUES. — 
(Bargain Day»—All Seat* 15c)
“ CHARLIE CHAN 
AT THE OPERA ’
— With —
Warner Oland, Boria Karloff
— Coming —
SHIRLEY TEMPLE 
in “ STOWAWAY"
F L O W E R S
For All Occasions 
From
VANDENBERG
GREENHOUSES
• •  M • t • » • • » « » • • • *
1107 E. Wisconsin Ave.
See Novakofski
Phone 1696
Just like a bit 
of Spring!
A CORSAGE 
From
R iv e rs id e
G r e e n h o u s e
o’clock, dancers from Beverly 
Breinig’s school offered several 
numbers as a floor show.
Before the guests left, novelty 
dog-houses were given to the fel­
lows and whips to the girls. (They 
ought to be able to control their 
men now.)
Initiations and Banquets
On Saturday afternoon Kappa Al­
pha Theta initiated the following 
girls into the chapter: Mary and 
Betty White, Mary Young. Bar­
bara Rounds, Katharine Kendrick, 
Kathryn Moore, Florence Johnson, 
Sally Jahnson, Betty Ann John­
son, Janet Weber, Virginia Helz, 
Avanette Milton, Marion Probeck, 
Evelyn Marggraff, Jaenne Ross, 
Charlotte Fox, and Florette Zuehl-
ke-
After the initiation a banquet whs 
held at the Conway Hotel in honor 
of the new initiates. Mrs. E. Bak­
er of Appleton, Marian HumlekiT, 
and Barbara Rounds were speakers, 
and Mary Thompson acted as toast- 
mistress.
More Initiates
Delta Gamma sorority initiated 
on Sunday afternoon Marian 
Christofferson, Marjorie Iffert, Ella- 
Mae Pierce, Rosemary Mull, Doro­
thy and Harriet Houck, Maureen 
May, Jean Temple, Eileen Eidamil- 
let*, Susan Jones, Ruthellen Pelton, 
Grace Strong, Geraldine Seitz, Ger­
aldine Schmidt, Ellen Driscoll, Hal- 
en Pedley, Betty Cochrane, and 
Dorothy Martin.
A banquet was held in honor of 
the new members at the Hearth­
stone tea room on Sunday at 6:30 
p. m.
Founders’ Day Banquet
The Delta Gammas will celebrate 
at the Conway Hotel tomorrow eve­
ning at a Founder's Day Banquet.
Betty Nichols, Grace Strong. Mar­
garet Hendrickson, and Margaret
’S Too Bad We Can’t A ll 
Come From Pat or Mike
(¿eneva Group to Hold
Palm Sunday Service
A Palm Sunday religious service 
beginning at 8 A. M. at the Chapel 
will be sponsored by the Geneva 
Committee May 2, 1937. Reverend 
Robert K. Bell of the Presbyterian 
church will be the speaker.
Mercer are the speakers of the 
exening.
Kappa Delta Initiates
Last Sunday afternoon at two 
o'clock the Kappa Deltas initiated 
Jane Houts, Ruth Hanna, Alyce De 
Long, Margaret Pfefferle and Irene 
Larson at the Pan Hellenic Hall. 
The initiation banquet was held at 
the Hearthstone at 6:30 p. m. M.S. 
F. Flannagan presented the pledge 
ring to Jane Houts. The president 
of the alumnae, Mrs. L. Hauert 
was also present.
Sorority Parties. Teas
The new actives and pledges of 
Kappa Alpha Theta will give a par­
ty for the rest of the chapter on 
Monday evening at the home of 
Mrs. Stevens Rosebush. Mary 
Young is the chairman of the party.
On Sunday afternoon the Alpha 
Chis will give a tea at the rooms. 
Betty Jane Capps is the chairman.
The Alpha Delta Pis are having 
a tea at the rooms on Sunday after­
noon. The chairman is Betty Bietv.
Never was there an lionest-to-Al* 
lah Kerry, Cork or Donegal Coun­
ty man who wouldn’t knock the 
chip off his own shoulder for a 
scrap. Were the history of shadow- 
boxing looked into, we'd put the 
odds at 20-1 that it could be traced 
to some McGillicuddy playing 
games on the surface of Killarney. 
What portion of the Celtic charm 
isn’t due to their temperamental- 
ism and brogue might go to their 
militant pugnacity.
In the days when the new world 
was being populated, the Irish werk 
having enough fun with the Red­
coats not to need the redskins for 
diversion, so America hasn't all the 
Irish it could ask to leaven its Teu- 
ton-Slavic-Irish loaf. And we share 
in our country's misfortune Just 
three Mc's and no O’s on the facul­
ty; six Mc's and two O's among you, 
noble students.
But if you can't be Irish, take a 
lesson from the Irish, and that 
doesn't mean enroll in their courses. 
You women who are afraid of mice 
and centipedes, take a squint at St. 
Pat. He was reduced to harrassing 
snakes, but he did an immortally 
good job of it. And you men, well, 
gentlemen, anyhow—cast a glance 
in the same direction! St. Pat wasn’t 
of the breed that’ll be subjected to 
dictators, nor would they be terri­
fied of a football.
It would take a lot more than a 
“Gentlemen, be seated,” to park a 
cheering section on the Emerald 
Isle, and a lot more than a winning 
score to have 'em on their feet!
announcement
from Wunderlich's
KNITS for W OM EN
Handcrafted by Bradley
Everybody who now lias a Bradley
Knit wants another one this year
because they’ve found Bradley to
v
be completely satisfactory and be­
cause the new Bradley's are love­
lier than ever.
We are well prepared for this de­
mand with an exceptional stock —  
every yarn and every style is here, 
and prices begin at
$ 1 0 9
See them at the 
Home Showl 
TONIGHT
Hilda A . W underliche
Introducing
‘Maji’ Crepe
HOSIERY —
“The Thins for Spring"
■m
Featuring 
Avenue— 
Noonday— 
.Moon Duck— 
Cubatan—
Burst Into Bloom
with all the hats 
and flowers of Spring
But —
do your blossoming in 
clothes as fresh as Spring 
itself —  Cleaned at
C L A R K ’S  CLEANERS
The Last Word 
in CHIC!
Crisp Sailors 
Soft Felts 
Rolled Brim Bonnets
Your Easter Hat is Here!
The Smartwear
109 IV, College Ave.
The Greeks had a 
word for it —
Shampoo all for
Finger Wave J A4 4UCNeck Clip ■ w  W
ROBERTA BEAUTY
S A L O N
Above Otto Jen**’ Phone 50SÍ
THE LATEST IN
SUEDE JACKETS
For Campus, Sport and Streetwear 
Ladies’ and Men’s Sizes
Reasonably Priced 
at the
Valley Sporting Goods Co.
211 N. Appleton St. Phone 2442
Appleton's Finest Popular 
Priced Beauty Shop”
Permanents $2.50 to $8.50
MEZHNIW
, *■ Beauty Shop ^
) 2nd Floor Irving Zuelke Bldg. Phone 272
OPENING
F O U R  SEASONS S H O P
CORNER MORRISON AND LAWRENCE 
1 Step Trom Conservatory
Spectator Sports
Spring Suits of all kinds 
COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND
EXTRA!
EXTRA!’
GREEKS BEAT IRISH
Yes, the unbeatable Irish have 
had to take a back seat for 
ALL GREEK W EEK holds 
the spotlight this week ami St. 
Patrick’s Day is almost for­
gotten in the chain of campus 
events that fill the calendar 
reaching a climax in the Inter 
fraternity Ball Saturday.
These merchants who are 
Lawrcnce backers join in 
wishing” the enterprise success.
Don’t let a reputa­
tion keep you from 
seeking the best. 
Generally it costs 
no more than the 
commonplace.
CÄfeTItJlK
231 E. College Ave. 
Phone 5308 Appleton, Wis.
C R O W N
YOUR TOOA 
With a Head Dress 
Styled at
DAVID’S BEAUTY SHOP
Over Fusfleld’* 
Outstanding Individuality 
al Moderate Pi ices 
HR E. College Ave. Phone 1104
FLORSHEIM 
ECONOMY
9
XT*
I S  S I M P L E  AS
‘ 8 ”ind
MO
It doesn’t take higher mathematics to 
figure your shoe costs if you’re buy ing 
a new pair every few months to replace 
worn ones. It's just as simple to figure 
the economy of buy ing Florsheims — for 
they wear long :r, and you buy less pairs.
Voecks
Bros.
Quality Meats
234 E. College Ave.
Wm. G. Keller Opt. 0.
OPTOMETRIST
Eyes Examined
Glasses Scientifically Fitted
Complete Optical Laboratory 
Service
121 W. College Ave. 2nd Floor 
PHONE 2415
e ju u x n lY
APPLETON s '  L A R G E S T  EXCLUSIVE M E N S  
SHOE DEPARTMENT. CARL F. DENZIN, MANAGER 
417 W . College Ave. Phone 287
For
Speedy— 
Reliable—
Service-
Call a
YELLOW CAB
Telephone 6000
There’s Something 
in the Air
.. a breath of Spring per­
haps — and music — • and 
a dream—inspiring dress 
— and any thing can 
happen.
Robinhood Dress Shop
110 ONEIDA STREET
Let the Spirit 
of Spring
GET IN YOUR HAIR
and be adorned in all the 
adorable ringlets given you at
BUETOW’S BEAUTYSHOP
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Carleton Takes 
Midwest Title; 
Lawrence Fourth
Knox (iufiers Kdjie Out 
Monmouth Five for 
Second Position
FINAL STANDINGS:
W. L. Pts. Pet. O.P.
Carleton 8 0 1.000 250 198
Knox 7 3 .700 368 317
Monmouth 5 4 .556 273 251
LAWRENCE 5 5 .500 274 281
Coe 4 6 .400 321 302
Beloit 3 6 .333 247 291
Ripon 3 6 .333 277 302
Cornell 2 7 .245 280 3‘¿0
Last Week's Games:
Carroll 33 Ripon 30 <non-conf.)
Knox 34. Coe 28.
LAWRENCE 40. Beloit 22.
Knox 49, Cornell 43.
The sizzling Mid-West race drew 
to a close last week with Knox fin­
ally edging out Monmouth for sec­
ond place with a double win out in 
Iowa. Tripping Coe by 6 points last 
Friday, Knox moved over to Cor­
nell on Saturday night where they 
handed the tail-end Purple Club 
49-43 defeat. The Siwashers wen 
faced by Clemmer and Trevor in 
their mix-ups.
Lawrence Takes Fourth
The Vikings from Appleton, it. 
eighth place for more than half o 
the season, won the last four con­
secutive Conference games topping 
off the list with a 40-22 whipping of 
Beloit and finishing fourth. The 
Gold have proved themselves to be 
a well coached club throughout the 
whole season, but the Blue and 
White were just a little too hot Sat­
urday. and the Beloit outfit vied 
with Ripon for a sixth placo tie.
Coe slipped in between, missin® 
fifth position by virtue of Knox'* 
win last Friday. Cornell. 1935-3C 
winner;, landed in last place with 
only two victories to show. The 
Purple whipped Knox early in tin 
year, 27-23, before the Siwashers 
had begun their sudden rise to sec­
ond place and also stopped Coe. .30- 
28 a couple of days later.
1937-38 to be Close
It's a bit early for predictions in 
the race for 1937, but Carleton. 
Knox. Lawrence, and Beloit are mv 
favorites. Coe and Monmouth will 
have to pull some new men out of 
the fire to compensate for aces like 
McKinley, Kammer. Taylor, Lusk 
and other seniors. Ripon and Cor­
nell are pretty unpopular with the 
pre-dopers but. like Monmouth this 
season, they may prove to Be a dark 
horse.
D?lts Take First 
In Handball Race
Siff K|># urc |{unner*-U|>; 
Lend in Total Score*
T o  D a t e
The Interfraternity handball 
schedule has just been completed 
with Delta Tail Delta taking first 
place honors by winning all match­
es against every fraternity except 
the runner-up Sigma Phi Epsilon 
team.
Kenneth Walker and David Wai« 
ling were the star performers for 
the winning team, while they re- 
Veived excellent support from Frea 
Leech, Wayne Cochran, and Thom 
as Jacobs. These five men compost 
tho winning quintet.
The Delts won 22 games out o: 
n possible 25. and the Sig Eps 17 out 
of 25. Phi Delta Thetas third with 
15; Phi Kappa Taus fourth with 12 
Beta Theta Pis fifth with 5, and the
Johnson's Bowling 
Team Leads Girls'
All College Race
Pushing out Betty Morrison’s 
team, the team captained by Edith 
Johnson finished in first placo 
last week in the competition of the 
All College bowling tournament.
The bowlers were divided into oix 
teams, and each player was requir­
ed to participate in two games. To 
find the total for each team, the 
individual scores were added to­
gether.
The girls having the highest 
scores were Elinor Towne, 279; 
Betty Morrison, 257; Marjorie W il­
son, 252; Gladyce Held, 231: and 
Helen Pedley and Janet Lewis 
both with scores of 220.
Team standings are:
1. Edith Johnson 1095
2. Betty Morrison 1052 
* 3. Mary Young 973
4. Gladyce Held 955
5. Grada De More 780
6. Harriet Houck 761
Vikes Again Act 
As Midwest Hosts 
In Swimming Meet
Carleton, Lawrence, Beloit. 
Monmouth, Knox 
W ill Attend
The second annual swimming 
meet of the Midwest college con­
ference will be held Saturday af­
ternoon. March 13, at the Alexander 
gymnasium. The Vikes also were 
hosts to the event last year. The 
four college which entered teams 
in last year's meet—Carleton, Law­
rence. Beloit, and Monmouth—again 
will be entered together with Knox.
Carleton, whose tankers have 
held top place among Midwest col­
leges in recent years, looms as a 
strong contender for the 1937 hon­
ors. This season the Maize squad, 
led by Dick Garbisch, has defeated 
Lawrence and St. Olaf colleges 
twice each, and Grinnell and M.ic 
Alestcr once. They have lost to the 
Universities of Nebraska and M in­
nesota, and to Iowa State. Law­
rence, although not especially 
strong this year in the swimming 
events, stands out in the fancy div­
ing competition with big Ken West- 
berg as the star performer.
Beloit is expected to show 
strength with several veterans. Jud- 
son Fuller took second in the 100 
yard back stroke in last year's meet, 
and Herbert Krauss placed in the 
100 yard breast stroke. Knox college 
will probably send a relay team and 
several sprint men this year.
The events will be 200 yard free 
style relay; 100 yard breast stroke; 
50 yard free style; 200 yard free 
style; 100 yard back stroke; 100 
yard free style: fancy diving; 150 
yard medley relay.
The men representing Lawrence 
tomorrow in the mid-west swim­
ming meet will be: Ken Westbert,. 
Hampton Purdy, Bob Arthur. Bill 
Holmes. Jack Sexsmith, Bob Van- 
Ostrand. Tom Gettleman.
Vikes Whip Gold 
40-22 in Final 
Game of Season
Osen High With Eleven 
Point*; Strauhel 
Carners Ten
Bennetts
Center
Lawrence College proved its su­
periority over the gold-clad Beloit 
cagers in a 40-22 win at the Alex­
ander Arms last Saturday night 
After making a fast start, the south­
erners faltered and were never in 
the ball game after the first quar­
ter.
Lawrence stars of the evening 
were the two departing senior 
regulars, Clifford Osen and James 
Straubel, which is 
just as it should 
be. Ole scored 
eleven points, and 
Jim  accounted for 
ten. The other j 
Viking p o i n t s 1 
were d i v i d e d  
among Burton. | 
with seven. Fa- j 
leide, with six. 
Kapp, with four, j 
and B e n n e t t s ,  
with two. The 
other departing 
senior, H a r o l d  
Helterhoff, start­
ed the game at a guard position. He 
saw considerable action and did 
right well, but the superior speeo 
of Norman Faleide was needed hi 
the battle, and in he went to aid the 
Vikings in the 
much desired vic­
tory. All three of 
these seniors will 
be missed on th' 
court next year, 
for each played : 
distinctive role in 
the success and 
development o 1 
the V i k i n g *  
squad.
Broun Leads I  
Beloit ■
T he  Beloiters 
w e r e  led by 
•'Jumbo'’ Brown, 
who accounted for eight points. 
Kapp and Burton were successful 
in holding Tamulis, the centcr who 
was their nemesis at Beloit, to on­
ly two baskets.
Kapp started the Vikings off on 
the right foot when he tallied a 
pair of buckets in the first two m in­
utes. A Beloit spurt brought them 
into an early lead and they at­
tained an 8 to 4 margin within a 
few minutes. A few driving play* 
with Faleide and Straubel on the 
receiving end netted a pair of suc­
cessful buckets to elevate the 
Vikes' score. Tamulis counted, and 
Brown followed for the Beloiteis. 
Shortly afterward the Vikes forg­
ed ahead, never to be tied again by 
the Gold. Half time found the Vikes 
in front by a 22 to 13 margin, with 
Osen and Straubel leading the way 
Lawrence Superior 
Lawrence controlled the ball for 
all but » few final minutes of the 
second half and romped in to score
Lawrence Men’s Club 
To Hold Banquet for 
Viking Cage Squad
The Fox River Valley Lawrence 
Men's Club will hold a banquet for 
the Lawrence basketball squad on 
Tuesday. March 23, at the Conway 
Hotel at 6:15 P. M.
Letters will be awarded to the 
basketball squad, and numerals to 
the freshmen. President T. N. Bar­
rows, who is to be the principal 
speaker, will talk on "The Place of 
Athletics in the College Program.” 
Coach Arthur C. Denney and Dean 
John S. Millis will also speak. 
Guests will be outstanding high 
school senior athletes from the 
Fox River Valley.
Tickets may be purchased at 
Johnston's Book Store at 75 cents 
a plate. Reservations, the deadline 
for which is Monday, M.:rch 22, 
may be made at the College alumm 
olfice.
Interfraternity swimming meet 
has been changed to March 16 at 
*:W> p. M.
Interfraternity games in bas­
ketball for March 13 are post­
poned to a later date.
Interfraternity track meet will 
be held April 17.
Vike Wrestlers 
Take Mythical 
State Pennant
Mat Men Defeat Milwaukee 
State Teachers and 
R e 1 o 1 t
Delta Sigma Taus last with 4 games 
won.
Interfraternity standings to date:
1. Sigma Phi Epsilon 700
2. Delta Tau Delta 675
3. Phi Delta Theta 600
4. Beta Theta Pi 375
5. Delta Sigma Tau 320
6. Phi Kappa Tau 140 
This schedule includes points for
golf, football, volley ball, and hand­
ball. Tennis and basketball are yet 
to be completed.
Catering to Your Food Tastes
CAMPY
COPPER
t W * -
HQPPX
KETTLE,
RESTAURANT
' ‘Famous for Fine Foods”
531 W . College Ave.
Appleton, Wis.
Phone 5443
Norm Faleide 
Guard
point after point on fast break« 
They held the Gold scorclcss for :* 
large part of the fourth quarter, 
and it was within the last few min­
utes that Beloit made enough points 
to elevate their score to a respec­
table degree. During this time the 
Vikes confined their scoring to * 
single free throw while Beloit mad* 
five points. The game ended with 
all but the sizeable delegation of 
southerners happy, and thus ended 
a season which found the Vikes 
breaking even in the Mid-West with 
live wins and five losses.
The nucleus which should be left 
for next year's team includes Clif­
ford Burton and Harold Jackson, 
both very capable forwards; Junioi j 
Kapp and George Bennetts, frater- j 
nity brothers and rival centers: aiu! 
Norman Faleide, guard. Othei 
promising men are John Hasting.-, i 
forward, and Charles Scheuss and 
Jack Crawford, guards. The fresh­
men must remain for the present 
as an X quantity, for only time 
and the class book will tell the r 
fate.
The box score:
With the win over Beloit on Sat­
urday, Lawrence wrestlers found 
themselves in possession of the the­
oretical state championship.
Although Lawrence mat men on­
ly met two of the state schools, M il­
waukee State Teachers and Beloit, 
invitations were sent to Carroll 
and Ripon, both of whom refused 
the opportunity.
With virtually no support, either 
financial or moral, the Lawrence 
wrestlers have been undefeated In 
the last three years. For next year, 
an attempt is to be made to pro­
vide t|ie team with some well- 
earned trips.
Wrestling as a varsity college 
sport has gained equal status with 
basketball, track, and football in the 
East, and bids fair to occupy a 
similar status in Midwestern col­
leges and universities.
125-pound class—Brannon, Beloit, 
defeated Dupont of Lawrence, time 
advantage. 5 minutes and 6 seconds.
135-pound class —* Perschbacker, 
Lawrence, won on default.
145-pound class — Allen, Law­
rence. defeated Graeser of Beloit, 
fall. 4 minutes and 20 seconds.
155-pound class—Isely, Lawrence, 
defeated Loughborough of Beloit, 
fall. 6 minutes and 47) seconds.
165-pound class—Lilegren, Be­
loit. defeated Bridges, Lawrence, in 
decision.
165-pound exhibition match— 
Carncross, Beloit, threw Gaiko, 
Lawrence, fall. 2 minutes and 37
seconds.
175-pound class — Gerlach, Law­
rence, defeated Plinske, Beloit.
Heavyweight—Osbon, Lawrence, 
threw Oberg. Beloit, fall, 4 min­
utes and 15 seconds.
Beloit f*. ft. pf.
Brow.n. f. 3 2 1
Williams, f. 0 2 €
Klein, f. 1 1 4
Tomulis. c. 2 0 Ü
Aggeson, c. 1 0 1)
Anderson, g. 1 0 2
Saecker, g. 0 0 •i
Flemming, g. 0 1 0
Totals 8 6 12
Law reace f* ft. pf.
Osen, f. 4 3 1
Jackson, f. 0 0 0
Burton, f. 2 3 (1
Kapp. c. 2 0 o
Bennett»;, c. 1 0 1
Straubel. g. 3 4 3
HclterhoK. g. 0 0 0
Faleide, g. 3 0 0
Totals 15 10 7
Fftbrir« Willi Individuality in
YEAKCRAFT 
SUITS
HPPLETDN
Sundays
25c
to 5 r. M.
f/SÏ
TONITE and SATURDAY
2 —  Features —  2
*
.IAMES DUNN
in
“MYSTERIOUS
CROSSING”
with 
Jean Rotters 
Andy Define
A mudtrnized \er«ion 
of
Booth Tarkington's
“PENROD 
and SAM”
with BILLY MAITCH
{Young Anthony 
Adverse)
SUNDAY
and MONDAY
8 0 0
REASONS
to be htrc
— Screen —
PAT O'BRIEN in
“The Great O’Malley” \ J
Humphrey Bogart—Sybil Jason nKI 
Ann Sheridan—Craig Reynolds
Cclor and pattern are the 
highlights •( our Spring 
YEARCRAFT suits. Th* fab­
ric designers have creates 
bold ideas — which means 
kcld plaids, bold stripes 
and other changes irom th* 
timid patterns oi previous 
seaeens. You'll iind yourself 
in the company of other 
smartly dressed men when 
you den your new YEAR- 
CF/.FT suit. * Skillfully tai­
lored by master craftsmen. 
Lord Pcpperell lined.
3 50
Guaranteed in writ• 
in ;7 lor a fu ll ycax’a 
Mctisfactory wear.
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if Start* SATURDAY
* " ! Another Great Show I
JOAN
C R A W F O R D
WI L L I A M
P O W E L L
ROBERT
MONTGOMERY
with
FRANK MORGAN
ESSIE RALPH
V M- G - M 
PICTURE
G. A. LEMKE
CHOICE MEATS 
and GROCERIES
l^'O N. Morrison St 
PHONE S7M
KOLETZKE’S
SPRING?
BETTER DRY CLEANERS
MODERN DRV CLEANERS
JAPANESE WOOD 
BLOCK PRINTS
217 E. College Ave. Appleton
222 East College Ave.
Same Building as Your Postal Station
Viking Swim Team 
Drops Meet With 
Beloit 52 to 20
Lawrence College swimmers 
dropped a meet with Beloit College, 
52 to 20, here last Saturday after­
noon in a minor sports program at 
Alexander Gymnasium.
The results of the swimming 
meet:
200-yard free style relay—Beloit 
first, Lawrence second. Time— 
1:44.4.
100-yard breast stroke—Krause, 
Beloit, first; Loughborough, Beloit 
second. Time—1.22.2.
50-yard free style—Telfer, Beloit, 
first; Reynolds. Beloit, second 
Holmes, Lawrence, third. Time— 
28.9.
220-yard free style—Clark. Beloit, 
first; Fuller, Beloit, second; Get- 
telman, Lawrence, third. Time— 
2:50.6.
100-yard back stroke — Westberg. 
Lawrence first; McGuire, Beloit 
second; Loughborough, Beloit, 
third. Time—1:10.3.
100-yard free style — Fuller. Be­
loit, first, Reynolds, Beloit, second; 
Gettelman, Lawrence, third. Time— 
1:05.8.
Diving — Westberg. Lawrence 
(94.40) Grosscup. Beloit (91.25); 
Clark, Beloit k80-65«.
150-yard medley relay — Beloit, 
first; Lawrence second.
f- t.1 02 00 c
0 c
0 00 0
8 0
g. f.8 14 1
7 05 00 0
0 00 0
48 2
Delta Gamma Cage 
Team Takes Zetas
Delia Pi's; Theta* 
Tip Independent*
In the first game of the inter-sor- 
ority basketball tournament, th? 
Delta Gammas easily defeated the 
Zetas. 21*4, on Wednesday. March 
3. Maureen May and Helen Seth- 
ness were high scorers with four 
baskets each. Lois Hutchinson, the 
sole scorer for the Zetas, sank two 
buckets.
The second game played Thurs­
day, March 4, by the Alpha Chis 
and Alpha Delta Pis was more live­
ly than the first game. Led by Bet­
ty Morrison, who made twelve 
points, the Alpha Delts were eas­
ily victorious making the final 
score 31 to 14 in their favor. Rut’.i 
Ragland sank five buckets and 
Alice Holloway four. The elose 
guarding of June Mauland, Janicc 
Newell, and Adine Clare kept the 
Alpha Chis from doing their best 
Vivian Steger added six points to 
the Alpha Chi's score, and Lois Cav- 
erly added four points.
The Thetas walloped the Inde­
pendents by the overwhelming 
score of 48-5. Handicapped in the 
first half by a lack of one player, 
the Independents failed to sink a 
basket. But in the second half when 
the Thetas took out one of their 
players, the Independents gained
Carroll Takes 
Mythical State 
Basketball Title
Sports Staff Puts Burton, 
Strauhel on All-State 
First Team
Carroll captured the mystical as 
well as mythical State Crown by 
virtue of its 33-30 win over Ripon 
last week. The League is claimed 
to be a “sportswriters baby” for 
actually it doesn't exist at present. 
By 1938-39, however, the good old 
State Conference may be in posi» 
tive existence.
The results are as follows:
w. 1. Pet.
Carroll 3 1 .750
LAWRENCE 4 2 .667
Ripon 2 4 .333
Beloit 1 3 .250
The Lawrentian sports staff has 
chosen the following as All-State 
teams:
1st. team 2nd team
Burton (Ct B. Knoblauch, j,
Lawrence F. Carroll
Brown. Beloit F. Osen 
J. Knoblauch, Lawrence
Carroll* C. Radke, Ripon!
Straubel, Beggs, Carroll
Lawrence G. Faleide 
Barnes, Carroll G. Lawrence ;
Honorable mention: Tamulis. Be-j 
loit; Kreich, Ripon; Lyle. Ripon; | 
Pauler, Carroll.
•Played first semester only.
Gal pin'a Parent» are
Former Laivrentian*
Mr. Alfred Galpin. instructor in 
French, has the distinction of be­
ing Lawrence's only profesor 
whose parents were both Lawrence 
students. His father attended Law­
rence Academy for two years and 
entered Lawrence University in 
1859; his mother entered the Aca­
demy in 1873. Mr. Galpin entered as 
a freshman at Lawrence just sixty 
years after his father.
When the Civil war was declared, 
his father entered and served for 
four years. Mr. Galpin has many 
letters which his father wrote home 
during this time. In one of them 
he tells that he was the sole sur­
vivor in his company at the battle 
of Chattanooga.
five points. Margaret Winn sank a 
field goal and a free shot. Peg 
Kraemer added the other two 
points. Jean Doerr made a total of 
26 points for the Thetas, and Marian 
Humleker made eighteen points. 
The close guarding of Kathyrn 
Moore, Barbara Rounds, Ann Shat* 
tuck and Betty White for the The­
tas accounted for the difference in 
the final score.
I». pf.
4 3
2 2 
¿ 1 
0 2
0 2
ft. pt
i i 
2 2 
(t 4 
0 2 
I 1
FINAL VARSITY SCORINO
(Hon. f. 
Straubel, g. 
Burton, f. 
Faleide, g. 
Bennett*, c.-f. 
Kapp, c. 
Jackson, f. 
Helterhoff, g. 
Crawford, g. 
Hastings, c. 
Sccheuss, f.
G FT FT TP
15 35 33 103
15 32 36 100
13 31 24 8ti
15 21 12 5«
12 11 9 31
13 ie 3 23
12 • 2 20ie 2 1 5i e 1 1
• e • 0
• e e 0
rg ft r3 0 2
2 2 0
0 1 1
3 3 1
0 1 2
fg fl f0 6 1
1 0 1
2 0 3
0 0 1
1 1 0
0 0 0
2 1 s
0 0 2
Phi Delta Theta 
Sig Eps Lead in 
Basketball Race
Thetas Overwhelm 
Kappa Delta, 48-6
iVTttrion Humleker I* High
D e lia  Sigs Win 
I ,»»e One 
Third
Two and 
for
IMF.R FRATERNITY BASKET­
BALL STANDINGS
O W L  TP. OP Pet
Phi Delta Theta 3 3 0 85 J| 1 000 
Sigma Phi 
Epsilon 3 3 0 41 28 1 (MM)
Della Sigma Tau 3 2 1 62 56 666 
Delta Tau Delta 3 1 2 25 24 .*33 ! 
Ilei i Theta Pi 4 1 3 54 105 .250 
Phi Kappa Tau 4 0 4 4» .000
(laris Dominate 
Mid-West Race; 
Take 8 Pennants
Saturday afternoon the Phi Deit 
“Bon «•crushers" lived up to their 
victory quest by trouncing the Delts 
**Hungr> Five" to the tune of 22 
14 The "Bone Crushers” ¿»«owed 
their real power by putting m then 
huskies, Charles Gerlach, Robert 
Arthur, William Holmes, Martin 
lit i<14**s, and Kenneth WesllRjig af­
ter the regulars had built up u 
lead of 11-3 in the first half against 
the Delts. The game wa> w-rappy 
witli many fouls being called but 
the sharps hooting "Bone Crushers" 
couldn't be stopped by the "Hungry 
Five "
Box score:
Phi Delta Theta— (22) 
rf Bartholomew
\ iking* Have Won Title 
Alone Once and Tied 
Once in ].> Years
U
3
2
0
»
2
»P ,
3 
6 
0
4 
1
If Novakofski
c. Westbergrg Crude
Ig Schmerein 
Box score:
Delta Tau Delta— (111 fg. 
rf. Smalley 1
If Leech 2
C. OBoyle 0
rf. Maertzweiler 2
If. Sec gers 0
Phi Dell—Beta 
On Tuesday night the Phi Delt 
Mm- i rushers" thoroughly white­
washed the Beta “Bouncers” to the 
score of 42-8. The “Bone-Crusher»” 
rolled up a lead of twenty points 
before their rubs gave the "Bounc­
ers" their lirst points. The Phi* sub­
stituted frequently, and they scored 
almost at will against the "Bounc­
ers”
Phi Delta Theta (42)
If Bartholomew 
rf Novakofski 
rf Allen 
c. Westberg 
c. Gerlach 
rg Schmerein 
rg Holmes 
Ig Grode 
Ig Bridges 
Beta Theta PI (St 
Murphy 
Hartley 
MacDonald 
Wilson 
Schalk 
Heideman 
Mott
the Phi Tau "Apaches” by the score 
of 20-16 on Saturday afternoon 
Box score:
Rignia Phi Epsilon (2«) fg. ft
Fritr.
Lohr 
Ca«t 
Johnson 
Sheldon 
Zwergel
Phi Ksppa Tau (16)
Kroos 
B<*gn«
Olson 
Solie
Vaude Walle
" L o o  pers”—"Bouncers”
The Delta Sig “Loopers" took a 
scrappy battle from the Beta 
“Bouncers” last Thursday night b> 
the scorc of 28-17. The game was 
very rough, with the ball chinging 
hands very often throughout.
Box scorc:
rf. Pederson 
If Bury 
c Bartclla 
rg. Fobart 
lg Scharringhausen 
Beta Iheta Pi (17) 
rf Murphy
Ig. ft. Pt IP
7 1 0 15
4 0 1 8
0 0 1 0
2 2 0 6
1 0 5 2
1 3 1 5
0 0 1 0
2 2 0 G
0 0 1 0
fg- ft P« IP
1 0 3 2
0 0 2 0
1 0 t 2
0 1 1 1
0 1 2 1
0 0 4 0
0 2 3 2
Ta«
lions»* ’ bt*at
For fifteen years the Mid-West 
Conference, with a few exceptions, 
has been intact. Car let on has so 
dominated the league as to carry off 
eight single championships and one 
split crown. The Carls won six 
years in succession from 1928 to 
1933 before their monopoly was fin 
ally ruptured by a powerful Knox 
quint in 1934. The Vikings took the 
crown in 1925 single-handed and In 
1926 tied with Cornell for first 
place. Two clubs, Monmouth and 
Ripon, have never captured the top 
place, while Knox and Coe have 
won only once.
James Millikin and Hamlin were 
tegular members of the conferencc 
up to 1925, Millikin was dropped in 
1925 and Hamlin in 1928. Monmouth 
came in shortly after, boasting one 
of the ncwe&t and largest gyms in 
the league. Lawrence at that time 
was a member of the Wisconsin-11- 
linois Conference with Beloit, Car­
roll. Ripon, and Lake Forest 
The fifteen years of Mid-WeV. 
basketball show the following re­
sult*.
1937 Car let on
19.(6 Cornell
1935 Carleton
1934 Knox
1933 Carlton
1932 Carleton
1931 Carleton
1930 Carleton
1929 Carleton
1928 Carleton
1927 Coe-Carleton
1926 Lawrence-Coruell
1925 Lawrence
1924 Beloit
1923 Beloit
0 1 1 1
1 0 2 2
1 2 0 4
1 0 4 2
* . pi- tP
2 0 1 4
1 3 4 !S
2 0 1 4
0 0 0 0
3 0 2 «
0 1 0 1
fg ft pf. IP
4 0 .1 8
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
2 1 1 ¡i
1 1 1 3
If Mott 
c. Wilson 
rg. Heideman 
Ig. Hartley
Delta Slgs Win
The Delta Sigs again won a game 
on Saturday over the Phi Taus b> 
the score of 21-17.
Box score:
Delta Sigma Tau (21) fg. ft. pi. tp. 
rf. Pederson 1 1 0 .1
If. Bury 2 0 2 4
c. Bartella 4 0 3 8
rg. Harzog 0 0 3 0
Ig. Sharringhausen 3 0 1 « 
Phi Kappa Tau (17) fg. ft. pf. tp. 
rf. Darling 1 0  0 2
rf Witt 0 0 2 0
If. Kroos 1 1 0  3
c. Vande Walle 3 1 2  7
rg. Olson 0 0 3 0
Ig. Solie 2 1 1 5
Seorer in One-Sided 
Cage (fame
A smooth-working Kappa Alpha 
Theta team overwhelmed the Kap­
pa Deltas by a lopsided score of 
48-6 last Wednesday afternoon in 
the Inter-sorority basketball tour­
nament.
The Thetas showed much spirit 
and were quick to intercept the 
long passes attempted by the Kap­
pa Delts. Marian Humleker chalked 
up sixteen points for the Thetas, 
while Jean Lewis sank several bas­
kets in succession during the last 
half. The game was an easy walK- 
away for the Thetas making pos­
sible the use of many substitutes 
Skill at slipping the ball through 
the basket and clever maneuvers 
at keeping the ball in their posses­
sion were the reasons for the The- 
ta's victory.
The box score:
Kappa Delta
rf. Betty Kleiner 
If. Marie Pichl 
c. Jane Carr 
sc. Ruth Schuettge 
rg. Edith Johnson 
lg. Jane Carr
Totals Points
Kappa Alpha Theta
rf. Marian Humleker 
If. Salley Haven 
c. Jean Doerr 
c. Jean Lewis 
sc. Ann Shattuck 
rg. Katharine Kendiick 
Ig. Barbara Rounds
Total points
Frosh Cage Squad 
Defeats All-Stars
I reshuien Again Beat All- 
Fraternity Team by 
Score of 23*20
Saturday night as an opener to 
the Lawrence-Beloit game, the 
freshman squad coached by Mr. 
Paul Derr beat the All-star team 
which is composed of different 
members of the fraternity squads 
by the score of 23 to 20. At the half 
time period the frosh built up a 
lead of 11 to 3, and though the All- 
stars put up a scrappy fight for the 
lead by raising the score to 18 to 17, 
they couldn't overcome the first 
half’s lead.
Box score:
Freshmen: 23 fg  f tp
rf. Cape 
If. Herold 
c. Skow
rg. Buesing   9
lg. Garvey 
All-stars: 20 fg   tp
Bartholomew   6
Schmerein 0  2
Johnson    4
Fritz    0
Vande Walla 1 0  3
Gmeiner    0
Novakofski  2  5
Westberg    0
f« ft. pi tp
3 2 1 «
1 1 2 3
4 e 0 «
1 i 2 :«
3 0 1 6
fg it. pf. IP
4 0 0 « Did You Say
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Jessica McDonald 
Speaks on Poetry
Lawrence Honor Graduate 
Discusses Twentieth Cen­
tury Contemporary Poetry
Jessica North McDonald, associate 
editor of Poetry Magazine, and 
graduate of Lawrence College in 
1917 summi cum laude, spoke in 
Convocation Wednesday, March 10, 
on the subject “Contemporary Po­
etry of the Twentieth Century." 
Lawrence is family tradition with 
Mrs. McDonald, her father and 
mother having met here in 1885, 
and her grandfather having sent 
all six of his sons here at once. 
Mrs. McDonald was a member ot 
Alpha Delta Pi sorority here.
Jessica North McDonald traccd 
the development of poetry from 
the time of the travelling poet with 
his harp on his back to the presen 
trends in poetry. Homer’s Illiad and 
Oddessy were products of these tra­
velling poets. However, the poeis 
did not like to be dependent on 
the audience, and decided to make 
poetry to suit themselves. Dionys­
ius of Halicarnsaus, a Greek his 
torian and critic, wrote a book on 
lyric poetry, "The Arrangement of 
Words.” Aristotle declared that » 
poet must have imagination and a 
sense of form and be a good in ­
ventor.
Poetry has always become popu­
lar in cycles. In 1912 the cycle of 
poetry of sound began. Masefield. 
Monroe, Masters, and Lowell were 
four fertile poets representing this 
cycle. Poetry Magazine was founded 
in 1912 by Harriet Monroe to repre­
sent all fields of poetry. Mrs. Mc­
Donald told of the “Squeeze" school 
of poetry that whittled everything 
down to a few words. One poem 
representing this school was a pa>je 
with only two words on it—"Oh, 
Moon!” Modern poetry may be di­
vided into two groups, the Fas­
cist—patriotic, and dealing with 
anything about America: and Com­
munist—poetry written for the pro­
letariat. At present there is a hiatus 
— a breathless waiting to see what 
kind of poetry will take the fore­
ground, next. Mrs. McDonald read 
several of her own poems. “Am­
bush,” “Advice to Young Lovers," 
and “Truth.”
The all Mid-West basketball team 
is rather a dormant outfit—choices 
over the past few seasons have been 
purely local, i. e. chosen by coaches 
or sometimes by a single college 
sports editor in a hit-or-miss fash­
ion. If in some way, the selection of 
such a team can be accomplished, 
the results, I am positive, would 
justly compensate for the time 
spent by each conference coach in 
selection. He might be aided by 
the boys on his team, the sports- 
writer, and possibly by the local 
sports editor. The resulting selec­
tions could be mailed to a differ­
ent school every year for formal 
analysis, and by the usual majority 
system the two teams, first and sec­
ond, could then be sent to each col­
lege on a date close to the college 
paper's day of publication.
Cooperation would be the vital 
and determining factor, but with 
such healthy and friendly contri­
butors as Ell Henry of Beloit, Jim 
George of Coe, Don O'Brien of Ri- 
pon and Don Trevor of Knox, may­
be Carleton. Cornell and Monmouth 
can help out sports writers who 
are anxious to see such teams chos­
en and just as anxious to purport 
their own choice.
Speaking of choices. I can't see 
how forwards Ned Sparks of Car­
leton and Cliff Burton of Lawrence 
can be excluded from the first 
choice club: Bud Hammer of Coe 
ought to be shoved in at center, 
while Scoop Birkhahn and Hub 
Taylor of Cornell and Monmouth 
respectively are as sweet a pair of 
ball players as the Conference can 
boast. To include Taylor, we had to 
move him from forward to guard, 
Clemmer and Swanson of Knox, at 
forward and guard are worthy of 
the second club—maybe a spot on 
the first team. Jackson and McKin­
ley, forwards, cf Carleton and Coe 
might be named as second team 
possibilities. At center Schanks of 
Monmouth or sophomore Tomulis 
of Beloit may be called. Radtke of
Text of Proposed Amendments
To Lawrentian Constitution
Proposed Amendments to the Constitution of the Lawrentian Board
of Control.
The Editorial Board.
1. The Editorial Board shall consist of the Editor-in-Chief, as chair- 
man, and four upper-class students appointed by the Editor-in- 
Chief, with one member of the faculty of the College, chosen by 
the Editorial Board, as a member ex officio.
2. It shall be the duty of the Editorial Board to meet regularly to 
write and prepare for publication the editorials of the Lawrentian.
3. Responsibility for editorials and the editorial policy of the Law­
rentian shall rest with the Editorial Board. Editorials shall rep­
resent the opinion of and have the sanction of a majority of the 
Board.
The Reportorial Staff.
1. The reportorial staff shall be under the direction of the Managing 
Editor, who shall be responsible to the Board of Control for the 
collection, writing, and editing of all copy except editorials and 
paid advertisements.
2. The Managing Editor shall establish whatever departments he 
deems advisable for the effective operation of his division and 
appoint departmental editors to direct the work of these depart­
ments.
3 Before any student may gain appointment to the reportorial staff 
and have his name displayed in the mast-head of the Lawrentian, 
he shall
a. Pass an examination on (1) the Lawrentian style-sheet; (2) the 
names, titles, and official duties of members of the administra­
tive and teaching staffs of the College and the Conservatory; 
• 3) the recognized student organizations and their officer's, and
b. Demonstrate his ability to write an acceptable news story, and 
display a string of not less than 30 inches of copy already 
printed in the Lawrentian.
Ripon should get some considers- 
tion. But generally the loop is sort 
of devoid of star centers.
Prominent guards outside of 
Birkhahn and Taylor are Swansun 
of Knox, as I said before, Strau- 
bel and Faleide of Lawrence, both 
deserving of definite places, Mc­
Leod of Coe, Lyle of Ripon, and 
Larson of Carleton.
Such high point men as Frankie 
Linduska of Coe, Bill Thompson ot 
Knox, Brown of Beloit, Cliff Oson 
of Lawrence and Cline of Cornel! 1 
may be included in some selections. 1
Carroll’s 35-27 win over Lawrence 
last week was the Pioneers' twenty- j 
first straight home victory. Jerry i 
Barnes, at guard, finished a colorful1 
sports record against Ripon Friday, I 
Carroll won 33-30.
Sigma Alpha Iota 
To Give Musicale
Guest Soloist» From Wis- 
cousin Conservatory of 
Music to Appear
Development and 
Early History of 
Electricity Told
Discussing the early history and 
recent developments in electrical 
research, Mr. F. Schubert, vice- 
president of the Wisconsin Michi­
gan Power Company, spoke in 
chapel Monday morning.
Beginning with Benjamin Frank­
lin's discovery of the nature of elec­
tricity and continuing to the mjre 
modern research, Mr. Schubert in- 
terpersed his speech with numer­
ous demonstrations. One of the 
earlier carbon filament lamps was 
included in interesting display of 
electrical equipment. Explaining 
the adaptation of the electron tube 
to commercial uses he demonstrated 
the photoelectric tube and a burg­
lar alarm. In conclusion he show­
ed uses of the cathode ray tube, 
the mercury vapor lamp and the 
X-ray tube; and expressed his con­
fidence in a productive future for 
electrical research.
Debating Teams 
Take Road Trips
Lois lluhin and Kvchil 
Merlins Co to 
Detroit
Hubbard Speaks 
At Panhell Meet
Alpha Delta Pi National 
President Will Ad­
dress Women
Xi chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota 
will present the following musicale 
on Sunday afternoon at four o'clock 
at Peabody Hall, Lawrence Con­
servatory of Music:
Celtic Sonata No. 3, First
Movement
Tonight at the six o'clock Pan- 
hellenic buffet supper at Ormsby, 
guest speaker Mrs. Joseph B. Hub­
bard, national president of Alpha 
Delta Pi, will address the assem­
bled Lawrence women on sorority 
problems as a feature of All Greek 
Week.
Directly after the supper at which 
Miss Marguerite Woodworth will 
be toastmistress. the girls will en­
gage in a song fest. A ll non-sorority 
and town girls, who arc interested, 
are invited to attend. The price of 
the tickets is 60 cents and they will 
be distributed through the sorori­
ties, Miss Rodda and Miss Wat-
MacDowcll son.
The forthcoming Beloit relays, an 
entirely new meet to be held down 
at Beloit Monday, will include most 
of the Mid-West schools, most of 
the state schools, and clubs like 
Lake Forest, North Central, Aus- 
ustuna. and several other out-of- 
state clubs. With the Vikes promis­
ing track team, a first place would 
not be impossible—and it would be 
a distinction.
Defensive and offensive records 
of the Conference show, per 
game:
Avr. P. Avr. O.P. 
Carleton 31 24
Knox 36 31
Coe 32 30
Monmouth 3t 28
Lawrence 27 2S
Ripon 3« 33
Beloit 27 * 32
Cornell 30 35
WRITES ARTICLES
Articles by Miss Olga Achtenhag- 
en, associate professor of Englisn, 
will appear in spring issues of cur-
Mary Elizabeth Hopfensperger 
Pieta Senior Stradella
The Star Roger*
My Shadow Homer Samuels
Love is the Wind Mitchell
Carol Mortimer Huegel 
Selections by the String Trio 
Nebbie Respighi
Fa La Nana Bambin Sadero
O ma lyre immortelle (Sappho)
Gounod
Linden Lea Williams
Floods of Spring Rachmaninoff 
Annette De Boer 
Chopin Concerto. Last Movement 
Marie Hoebig
Miss Brainard, second piano.
The guest soloists, Mrs. Huegel 
and Miss De Boer, are from Sigma 
Epsilon chapter of Sigma Alpha 
Iota. Wisconsin Conservatory of 
Music, at Milwaukee.
The public is cordially invited to 
attend.
Eudora Beadle is in charge of 
the supper. Guests, who have been 
invited are Mrs. George Banta, Jr., 
past national president of Kappa 
Alpha Theta: Miss Olga Achtenhag- 
en, past national president of Kap-
Friendly receptions extended by 
the colleges visited in Wisconsin, 
Illinois, and Michigan made dtbate 
trips pleasant for Lawrentians 
during the past week.
Lois Hubin and Evelyn Meitins 
with Mr. R. S. Mitchell, debate 
coach, are in Michigan at the pres­
ent time. They debated the nega­
tive side of the issue on consumer’s 
cooperatives at Albion College yes­
terday and are debating at Wayne 
University in Detroit today.
Carroll and Northwestern 
Earlier in the week, another team 
made up of Grace Lightfoot, Mar­
jorie- Fulton, and Harriet Berger 
were entertained at Carroll Col­
lege. They opposed negative Car­
roll debaters on three occasions on 
Monday and a fourth time on the 
following day on the question of 
cooperatives. After warming up si 
Carroll Miss Fulton and Miss Light­
foot went on to Chicago where they 
met a Northwestern negative team.
At the same time that these teams 
were away on trips, other debaters 
at home carried on the discussion 
of cooperatives. Tuesday six Law­
rence students appeared before the 
Y. T. and F. Women’s Club of Nee« 
nah. Members of these teams »in­
cluded Betty Johnson. Edith Geitt« 
mann, Konrad Tuchscherer. Weslfy 
Perschbacker, Evelyn Mertins, and 
Lois Hubin.
Northern Teacher’s Collese 
Ruth Hanna and Marian Dettmai) 
opposed an affirmative team from 
i Northern State Teacher's College 
here on Wednesday.
Plans for a joint trip to be mad«
| by Carroll and Lawrence men are 
underway at the present time 
These teams will go to Gillette and 
Oconto Falls where they will speak 
before clubs and schools. EH ward 
: Arnold and Wesley Perschbackef 
are the l^awrence men to make tht 
trip.
pa Delta: and Mrs. John Wilterding, 
province president of Alpha Delta 
Pi.
rent magazines. “International Dip­
lomacy” will be published in “The 
American Foreign Service Journal,” 
“Cornish Holiday” in “The Ocean 
Ferry,” and “Time Allotted for 
Baolbek” in “The Spur.”
CO RO N A
America’g First 
America’s Finest. Portable Typewriter
A College Necessity 
EASY LOW PAYMENTS
Now Only
(Use Corona 
While Paying)
$ 1 0 0 A Week
(Pay for Corona 
While Using)
E. W. S H A N N O N
300 W. College Ave. Telephone 86
W O R N  W I T H  P R I D E  B Y M I L L I O N S
Sizes 5 to 12—A to D
•  Like treading on a ir ! 
That's how these Freeman 
shoes carry you atong. 
W hy? The thick natural 
crepe rubber soles are soft,^' 
springy and shock-proof.
Brown, Grey and White 
Bucko uppers.
Also in Tan Calf, Mocca-iin 
pattern.
$eoo
Heckert Shoe Co.
THE STORE
J We are gratified that ourOHNSON’S 9 H 0 ES
ervice
atisfies
tudents R of Lawrence CollegeEBUILDERS
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All Greek Week
Lawrence’s first All-Greek Week will 
come to a close with tomorrow night's j 
carnival. The success of this week w ill! 
be judged partially on the financial sue- J 
cess of the concessions. But its chief! 
success will be judged by the results 
which accrue from bringing many fra­
ternity and sorority problems into focus. 
The important task is then for I^awrencc 
fraternities and sororities to realize their 
problems and to solve them
It is to be remembered that the func­
tion and importance of the Greek-lcttcr 
organizations in a college like Lawrence 
probably are just as much and in many 
cases more of an influence on the student 
than even the formal side of his educa­
tion. It is with fraternity brothers and 
sorority sisters that much of the time is 
spent. How effective and worthwhile ed­
ucation is at Lawrence depends to a great 
extent on the fraternity groups. Just 
how. then, have Lawrence Greeks con­
tributed to their members’ educational 
experience?
In the last four years considerable 
strides have been made. This has come 
largely througl. two factors; first, the 
coming of three good national fraternities 
to the campus, and. secondly, the in­
creased aid and interest of the College 
administration. This aid has taken the 
form of financial assistance to students 
wishing to join fraternities and of coop­
eration in bringing national fraternities 
to the campus. Advances have also been 
made in handing over as many cases of 
discipline as possible for action on the 
part of the fraternity officers. This han­
dling of student discipline has made Law­
rence's problem along these lines small 
indeed compared to most colleges.
The fraternity and sorority offer 
about the best opportunity on the campus 
for self-government. Responsibilities both 
as officers and members educate students 
in a way that no course in the curriculum 
can. These items on the credit side of the 
fraternity-sorority ledger represent real 
and worthwhile gains in making these 
organizations vital in an educational way, 
vital in a way campus academicians too 
often forget or are blind to, that is such 
a thing as education outside the c/as:; 
room.
Yet there are fields which have not 
been ploughed. The problems which fra­
ternity and sorority groups have yet to
solve even come close to considering ser­
iously, are legion. Here is where we 
must turn our eyes. There is little use 
to face backward and pat ourselves on the 
back for the small beginnings we have 
made. Fraternal groups at Lawrence 
still think in too narrow a way. They are 
still interested too selfishly in their own 
groups for the good of their individuil 
members. Too often the fraternal idols 
are but the old idols of the tribe and the 
market place hauled in from the local 
Rotary. To be like others, to be conven­
tional, is the ideal, resulting in the failure 
to develop and encourage a healthy in­
dividualism.
Further, sororities especially are guilty 
of a clannishness which is quite imma­
ture. It does not quite coincide with the 
social training, so highly touted as an ad­
vantage of sorority membership.
These groups might well remember 
that education is something spreading far 
beyond the classroom and the text assign­
ment. Extra-curricular interest in intel­
lectual matters is almost not thought of. 
Why don’t fraternities and sororities be­
gin to think of it? Too often those in­
terested in discussion! of intellectual mat­
ters, from current affairs to art and mu­
sic, are considered a queer race, and not 
the “fraternity" type. The “fraternity 
type” usually represents those sophomor- 
ic minds who feel they must ovcrcom- 
pensate for the books in huge doses of a 
superficial sort of social life. They would 
also say that scholastic effort is danger­
ous; a glance at the recent fraternity 
grades in another part of this issue in­
dicates that this puerile idea of fraternal- 
ism has considerable following.
Then, too, when do the fraternities at 
Lawrence plan to grow up and abolish 
Hell week paddling? Again the sopho- 
moric mind, dominating the rank and file 
of almost all fraternities, still thinks that 
this latter builds “character.” Well, why 
not substitute a week of probation with 
a view' to teaching freshmen something, 
not only of fraternity, but also the cam­
pus and its activities? Barbarism in the 
“under orders” period does not “build” 
character. Instead it is demoralizing.
These are but a few of the problems 
Lawrence fraternities and sororities face. 
Let’s face them frankly this week, and, 
more important, let’s find ways and 
means to solve those problems in the 
weeks and years to come. It is time foi* 
the mature minds and the mature lead­
ers to take more complete charge. Sound 
thinking and courageous leadership 
can advance the cause of the fraternity 
and sorority. Only through such a frank 
recognition of the difficulties before them, 
followed by a bold solution, can Greek 
letter fraternities advance and be signi­
ficant in education.
Congratulations to the 
Basketball Team
To a team that jumped from eighth 
place in the Mid-West Conference to 
fourth in the last two and a half weeks 
of the season; to a Lawrence who handed 
Ripon two defeats in one season’s play, 
the first time since 1931, and to a squad 
of Vikings who played five sweet home 
games before actually enthusiastic crowds 
—to the team itself and to Coach Art Den­
ney—congratulations are in order.
The past couple of years we have seen 
good games on Alexander's court but 
those well played battles were as often*' 
not followed by “victories” as they were 
this season. Coach Denney has worked 
three sophomores into the spot where he 
can feel confident of them when they get 
into the game. Faleide, Bennetts and 
Jackson are the men, and their improve­
ment over the period of Lawrence's fif­
teen games schedule has been encourag­
ing. The Vikes’ veterans have gone be­
yond expectation, and, though the loss of 
stars Straubel and Osen and reserve Hel- 
terhoff will be heavily felt, the hopes of 
1937-38 are not dim, for other stars are 
returning. Burton has been the Blue and 
White ace for two years, and next year 
will be no exception. Kapp will be a 
seasoned ball player ready for more ac­
tion next winter—Crawford and Scheuss 
like-wise. Freshmen Cape, Buesing, Skow 
and Nichols will be valuable assets.
Nine wins out of fifteen for the year 
—an even .500 average in a hot Mid-West 
Conference scramble has labeled the Vik­
ings' record as an impressive one. In last 
Monday's convocation a real hand and 
plenty of cheering were donated to the 
men on the squad and to Viking Coach 
Denney’s basketball work for the year.
So They Say
Mr. Editor;
'Tain't love that makes the merry old 
world go round and round. Nay, nay. you 
naive children, ’tis dollars and centses. We 
don't go to school on our love for alma 
mater or our parents overwhelming affec­
tion for us. We don't go to church without 
a nickel, or get married without thirty-a- 
week to pay the landlord and the grocer.
We don't have plays or fraternities or 
dinners or All-Greek Weeks unless some 
one of our more clever public-minded broth­
ers sees fit to turn to the old cow for a 
little benefit bleeding, or do they bleed 
cows?
Even If love is superceded by lucre, the 
sex question is still among those present, 
'cause it is ever and anon the woman who 
pays and pays. Gentlemen have confer­
ences. and it’s up to the women to pull ’em 
out of the red. To elucidate, the combined 
fraternities sent a couple of delegates into 
the fastnesses of the Atlantic Coastlands. 
and are still trying to figure out what was 
going to finance said excursion. Ergo: All- 
Greek Week, like a bolt from the red.
Aforementioned females get dealt in by 
virtue of their Greekness. Concessions is 
/
“I vote i for Roosevelt because he has 
such a nice smile and a perfectly lovely 
radio /JiC2 . . . But 1 didn't vote for six 
additional supreme court justices.”
That is what Clara Waring, New Yo:\ 
actress, thinks of the president’s plans, 
for supreme court reorganization. Bui 
Marion Harvey, another actress, has 
somebatk.
“I approve because men over 70 sel-i 
dom go to a musical comedy . . . How * 
can the-* know what the rest of us think!” j 
Roosevelt's proposal has set off one of] 
the greatest all-American free-for-all d e l 
bates in h‘story. Ideas, opinions, an*t ■ 
chaigcs arc /lying from all quarters.
Guess whose opinion this is. “Mr. 
Roosevtit h; s decided to make a ‘yes- 
men's ’ c'.ub of the supreme court so that 
the highest tribunal in our land wil. 
make squv) c pegs in round holes at the* 
bidding of a master.” It's Father Cough­
lin.
Going to the gridiron for a simil», 
A. H. Jenkins, editor of the Farm Jour­
nal, say.;, “Ar I see the president’s su­
preme couit proposals, our self-styled 
quarterback, having been penalized six 
or eight hundred yards for slugging and 
illegal interference, now wants to select 
a new set of referees, field judges and 
linesmen in the middle of the game.” 
Governor LaFollette, upholding the 
president, ¿ays that “It is a very simple 
recommendation which has unloosed th-; 
turbulent waters swirling about us.”
And in this same vein. Arizona's Sena­
tor Ashurst says, “That bill is the mildest 
of all the bills that could have been intro­
duced on the subject, and a marvel, in 
the present circumstances, at the moder­
ation of the president.”
But W. T. Manning, Episcopal bishop 
of New York, doesn't seem to consider 
the proposals as being mild. He says, 
“The nation faces a grave crisis . . . 
Their proposals would be a death blow 
to our constitutional democracy . . .”
If congress passes this bill or any bill 
like it, it will have taken a long and per* 
haps irrevocable step into dictatorship," 
according to Amos Pinchot, New York 
lawyer.
Columnist Dorothy Thompson, wife of 
“It Can’t Happen Here” Lewis, says, “You 
can bet that our dictator . . . Will be a 
great democrat.” And instead of saying 
“Heir or calling him “Duce,” she says 
we will cry out “O. K. Chief! Fix it like 
you wanna, Chief. Ok Kaaay!”
In reply to dictatorship charges J. H. 
Borsch, president of the Farmers’ Holi­
day association says, ‘The representative 
form of government ceases to exist and 
dictatorship has arrived when the court 
renders void the result of elections and 
the expressed will of the people.”
And so the debate continues. One na­
tionwide straw vote claims the country 
is opposed to the presidential plan 2 to 1; 
another 53 to 47. In the senate the “fors” 
and “against” appear to be nearly evenly 
divided with 19 men failing to commit 
themselves.
• • •
To a reporter who proposed wagering 
$5 that the president would win in his 
fight to reorganize the supreme court, 
Postmaster General James A. Farley re­
marked, “Double your bet.”
Speaking of Farley as a prophet, Roo­
sevelt said, “History . . . may even add 
his name to the distinguished list of ma­
jor prophets. Even as the name of Wil­
liam Jennings Bryan sometimes suggest* 
the arithmetic of 16 to 1, so perhaps the 
name of Jim Farley will suggest the more 
modern arithmetic of 46 to 2.”
—The Daily Cardinal.
the answer; the girls don’t need the money 
as desperately as their brothers, so they may 
manage a concession or so if they will pay 
for the right. Nothing exciting like a shell 
game or Bank Nite to soil their fingers, but 
a little gamble on what Coca Cola will do 
to other things isn’t immoral.
For the privilege of playing ball with 
the boys and heck with peoples' digestions, 
these generous little girls are sharing the 
boys expenses. From recent explosions In 
this sheet, it’s obvious that dances are not 
predestined successes, but such an eventu­
ality has been provided for. If the carnival 
dance doesn’t pay for the boys’ smoker, and 
the boys’ speaker, and the boys’ debts, 
they're going to leave the cow and split tho 
expenses as they might as well have done 
in the first place.
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